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OS/45 - A Proposal

I.

Introduction
On 17 Sept 71 Dick Clayton and Robin Fr i th presentt:d
'.1iews on OS/45 to the 05/45 group.

~~ ~:\..!l

Since that time we have reviewed the notes of the 17 S0~t
71 ~,eeting, added new inputs, and have investigated comretitive systems. As a result, we have begun to ')cq'li)"i_'
a bias as to the orqanization of 05/45. This oaper urcsents the market orientation that has resulted from this
bias and details the most current definition of OS/45.
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II.

Proa~ammers

Overview of the PDP-ll/45

The system programmer contemplating the design of
operating system for the 11/45 has twO classes of
!.Jroblems to resolve:

.\n

1) the price range of possible configurations r and
2) several new hardware capabilities
The 11/45 has a remarkable range of potential prices:
$20,000-$300,000. \-Ie cannot ignore the low end
because we can expect competition in this range fro~
IB~I' s first mini-computer, the System/'.
At the upner
end, even though our price/performance ratic humbles our
competitors, we must ~u31 with the IBM 1130 and 1800
and their immense software library. In addition ~o the
challe"ge of u(.!vlsing a system which has up'.,.ard compatabillty Gver a pric(\ rnnge ·.·;hic~. \.·aries by an order of
magnitude, the £y;·tems designer must contend with thre~

new hardware options:
*Hemory l1ierarchies (memories with different speeds);
*Independence of instruction and data space, and
·Sdqmentation.
Complete understanding of how to properly use these
features has barely emerged from a research environment,
yet we must make intelligent use of them in a production
system.
To provide reasonable solution to these challenges will
require a design phase pursued to an unusual depth of
detail: else we run the risk of renderin9 the new hardware
features either unuseable or not cost effective. Providing a software system whose facilities compliment those
of the machine itself will depend on development of a
design which demonstrates we have indeed mastered the
requirements of configuration flexibility and innovative
hardware.

r
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III.

The 11(45 Marketplace - Developing a Workable Image
Ol:our Customers
.
A designer of any product must have prior to any design
activity a distinct image of the individuals to whom he
expects te sell his product. The data processing marketplace has five identifiable concentrations which reflect
market-needs·.
1) Real Time
2) Scientific Batch
3) Time Sharing
4) Commercial Batch
5) Numbe~ Crunching
Let us eliminate item 5) from consideration ~ediatelv
as inappropriate to the 11/45. The remaining four items

represent the order of market priorities as specified by
Dick Clayton and Robin Frith during our 17 Sept 71 meetingDuring the same meeting Dick Clayton specified the followlng framework within which we should define 05/45:
1) Software support for the floating point unit and
the segmentation unit should exist by July 1972.

2) We should announce OS/45 by June 1972 and deliver
it during the se~ond quarter of calender year 1973.
3) 05/45 should unify POP-ll software.
In add~tion, we have assumed that 05/45 will consume
between 18 and 2S man-years of effort. Using the assumed
manpower estimates it does not seem possible to attempt
to satisfy the needs of the time sharing or commercial
batch marketplace.
In commercial batch, DEC must compete directly against
IBM and in a marketplace where IBM has no peer. We
simply do not have the time or resources to design and
implement an operating system for the 11/45 that would
compete effectively against IBM~ offerings. And even if
we could produce such a system, does DEC presently have
the sales and system force necessary to sell and service
the commercial market? Current inputs indicate in the
negative, and, hence, we recommend rejection of orienting
OS/45 toward commercial batch.

*Identifiable in the sense that their overlap does not
result in a complete merging of the end user needs.

r
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From the above we can extract the
of the OS/45 customer population:

follow~no

com~cslte

He either already uses or has under consideration
an IBM System/7, 1130, or 1800. His application
requires only a subset of IBM's software for thC5C
~achines.
And finally, the existence of competitive equipment which has between three and five
times the cost performance of the equivalent IB~
system provides our hypothetical customer with
sufficient reason not to remain with or choose
ISM.

Of course, the computer marketplace does not exist
entirely under the aeqis of IBM and DEC, but we contend
that if we can produce a software system which significantly impacts System!7, 1130, and 1800 sales, then
we will have more than nullified the offerings of XDS,
Hewlett-Packard, Data General, SEL, EMR, Varian, and
Interdata all of whom offer real-time systems in the
16 bit class.

6
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All these facts lead us to one inevitable conclusion:
mak~

sure 05,'45 provides a set of ~cientific batch
facilities that makes it possible for us to capture
lO~

of the potential 1130 market.

This brings us to the top priority on the li~t - R~al
Ti~~.
As with the 1130, we will ~onfine ourselves to
IB~!.
In real time, IBM offers the system/7, the 1800 ,
and the 360/44.
The 360/44 really belongs in a different class of equipment (Decsystem 10) so we will concentrate on System/7 and the 1800. First the 1800.
IBM has a total of 563 1800's installed or on order at
an averaqe system price of $300,000. The 1800 hardware
repre~ents little or no competition for the 11/45.
IBM
does, however, tend to overwhelm their competition with
software, which includes two systems (MPX and TSX) capatle
of running, simultaneously, real time in the foreground
and batch in the background. As with the 1130, even the-ugh
we can't hope to provide all the software IBM does, the
task of selecting a competitive subset appears achievab~e.
And even 10% of a $200,000,000 market would handsomely
repay our investment (and hopefully we would capture much
more than 10' of this market).
Unlike the 1800, System/7 represents an insidious rather
than a direct challenge to the 11/45. Only the smallest
Syste.'il/7 configurations offer any competition for the
11/45.
In most of these small configurations, we suspecc,
an 11/20 would provide a more cost effective solution.
Regardless of how DEC counters the threat of System/7,
counter-it it must. IBMs track record for customer
loyalty provides little comfort to the DEC salesmen
attempting to replace a System/7· with a PDP-1i. Once
in the door with a system/7,add-on equipment and growth
to larger systems will go to IBM by default; System/7
will lead to 1130's and l800·s.
(Indeed, the initial
System/7 marketing thrust practically requires that the
user already have an 1130, 1800 or 360).
compete with IB:·~ in the real time market we sU9gest
that 05/45 provide a real time capability that spans the
entire price range of the 11/45 with upward compatibility
of object programs provided across the entire range of
possible configurations.
To

* We

should not delude ourselves regarding the potential of
System/7. IBM has consistently enhanced products to meet
the threat of competition - How about segmentation reg~sters
on System/7?

5
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A time sharing orientation also seems unachiev.lb.1e on
schedule with available resources. The pursuit of an
11/45 ttme sharing system also seems unadvisable if
DEC decides to ploduce a small version of the 10. Any
attempt to provide a multi-language time sharing system
for the 11/45 (we already have a sinqle language system
in RSTS) runs the risk of colliding with the introduction
of the small 10. Software product jon costs ::ontinue t('
rise and hardware costs continue to decline. And we have
little assurance that the total cost of an 11/45 tir;\e
sharing system (hardware plus software) will not exceed
the total cost of the small 10.
The existence of RSTS and the relativel:' modest cost
involved in altering RSTS to take advantage of the FPP
and seqmentation provides additional reason for avoidinq
a time sharing orientation for 05/45. If the future ot
time sharing depends on app 1 ica tions packages, and if Bl\S Ie
Plus has sufficient language constructs to build most ~p
plications packages suited to the 11/45, then what incremental gain can we expect by producing a multi-langu~ge
system? We cannot answer this question factu~11y, but
doubt that· the incremental gain can offset the software
development costs. Thus. we reconmend rejection of a
multi-language time sharing organization for OS/45.
We now arrive at scientific batch. We define this as
batch streaming of FORTRAN programs and cite the 1130
Disk Monitor as the type of facility against which we
can expect to compete.
'
IBM has installed or on order 3800 1130s at an average
price of $90,000.* It would not surprise us if the 11/45
bas a cost/performance ratio five times that of the
equivalent 1130.

Dick Clayton projects 1000 11/45 sales over the life
of the system. If we can capture 10' of IBM'. 1130s
as a result of providing a competitive scientific batch
system,then we would help him achieve 1/3 of his goal.
Furthermore, the 1130 customer does not need the practically dimensionless volumes of softwar~ of the commercial
market. These users rely on FORTRAN heavily (making it
possible for him to convert at modest cost). And the size
and cost of the 1130 itself places a practical limit on
type of applications it can support.
*September 1971 issue of Computer and Automation.
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IV.

Satisfying Marketing's Requirements

Dick Clayton and Robin Frith specified three requirements
for 05/45:
1) Software support for FPP & Seq.mentation Unit
by July 1972.
2) Announcement of OS/45 by June '72 for delivery
during the second quarter of 1973.
3) Unification of PDP-II software.
Before discussing details of OS/45 (in • .otion III we
estab1lshed a customer profile; we have yet to describe
how we intend to satisfy their requirements) let's eX2min~
each of these points and how we can satlst~' them.
1) LoccLl modification to existing software represents
the most reasonable approach to meeting this requi:~ement.
RSTS can at modest co~t make use of
bot:l the Segmentation Unit and the FPP. OOS plans
alsI) exist to make use of the segmentation unit .

At~:empting to rush the design and implementation of
th(~ OS/45 Kernel in order to permit DOS , RSTS to

convert in time to meet the July '72 deadline seems
un\fiiarranted; such 1:laste will jeopardize both the July
'72 date and the consistency and coherence of OS/45
QVE:r the longer term.
Of course, by making 11/45
or:~ented modifications to DOS and RST5, we pay the
pr .. ce of continuing the proliferation of software
sY'3tems for the 11 line.
2) Wi·:.hout a doubt the OS/45 group will have a system
de.:ined for announcement by June '72, but the scope
of the system depends on available re.ources (Dick
Cl~yton has already specified delivery reauirements)

J)

Initially the objective of unifying PDP-ll software
wjll not bappen. DOS and RSTS will evolve independe!.tly, and it does not seem advisable to attempt to
p-:event this.

But as we will describe shortly, 05/45 as it evolves
make every attempt to reclaim as much existing
11 software as possible. The 05/45 deaiqn will provide
t,sers with a system covering a broad range of configurations, programminq facilities for real time and batch,
and will disrupt existing user interfaces only where

~ill

loso1utely essential.

\/

.

Uaving Identified our Customers, How do \,'e Satisf,·

Their Needs?

"
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We have identified our users in Section III. They have
real time requirements and scientific batch requirements.
At the low end we must block the purchase of a System/7;
at the high end we mus~ overcome the presumed user benefits
of IBM's vast software library.
,

We believe we can sat.isfy these requirements, by offering

a system which provides upward compatibility across the
entire price range which is available on the 11/45 (20,000300,000). This IBM cannot. do; movement within System/7,
1800, and 1130 require. a conversion effort; OS/45 will

not.

Now, it turns out, that Seqmentation'provides an efficient
hardware mechanism for ~plementin9 a aystem which can
cover the confiquration range under discussion. With seCJ-'
mentation hardware and a set of software standards, we can
specify a cascade of hardware configurations each of which
requires additional hardware, in order to acquire more
elaborate services; all the while we guarantee complete
upward compatibility. The succe.s of this approach depends
on a careful definition of the user virtual machine •

.

a•• ically this mean. that the user of an OS/45 system haa

a well defined set of facilities he may u... Thes8 facilitie. consist of a subset of the PDP-ll instruction set
and a collection of service routines. As configurations
qrow in complexity, tho• •et of .ervices expand. corr~-:...
pondingly, but we alway. provide complete upward ca.patibility. Thi. scheme i.plies that every 05/45 configuration
operates with. set of supervisory code. Thi. code, of
course, will vary considerably on different configuration
cl ••••• and in every ca.e appears transparent to the user.
Let's examine some possible configurations:-*
Hardware
1)

II/es'*
4K-l2J{

ftY
So'ftware

_.-'

Poreground only.
5. .11 syst... suffer from the lack'of adequate
program preparation facilities •. If you can
prepare your proqrams on a larg.r .yet.. often
4X suffic. . to meet the needs of the application.
IBM ha. solved this problem for lyst. .,7 by providing host
preparation facilities on larger equipment
(1130,1800,360). With this technique they provide a Macro syst. . called MSP/7. We s.e no
reason wby we cannot do the same. Indeed, if we
intend to meet the threat-of Syst. ./7, bost preparation facilities se. . essential.
iThese represent examples of possible configurations; the reader
should not accept them literally.
**We intend to investIgate full 1 /20 compatibility and issue a
memo describing our conclusions.

,l
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Hardware

2)

11/45

12K-16K
TTY
Software
Disk, tape, etc.
DOS subset
INDACjll

Overlay .'aci l i ties
r-'ortran
Host preparation el i.minated

ForegrC'und only.
Hard'''are

3)

11745

16K-24)( .

TTY
Disk, tape
Segmentation
Software
Same as 2, plus:
Foreground single background stream. System
maintains complete isolation between foreqround
and background.
Foreground and background operate in fixed
partit~ons.

Hardware
4) Same hardware as
3)but with 2811:

Software
same as 3) plu.
support of backqround
jobs whose size exceeds that of physically
available core.
Hardware
5) same as 3 but with 32K
Software

4)plus

shared code
Multiple background jobs.
Index Sequential file system.

Hardware
6) 5 but wIth

cox

Software
5) plus
Multiple Foreground jobs (Individually

,n

pr~tected).
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Once we define the basic user virtual machine we can
determine exactly which particular configuration classes
available resources permit us to produce. Furthermore,
w~tn well defined configuration classe~ the product
manager has available to him a shopping list that enables him to make cost trade-offs far more reasonably
than ne can at pzesent. It also makes the programming
departmen~ mo~e aware or the incremental costs involved
as you move up the seale in system complexity.

1
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VI.

Summary and Conclusions
If DEC continues to grow it must eventually increase ~ts
business at the expense of IBM. To accomplish this
traditionally unaccomplishable feat, we have suqqestec
a software plan for 05/45 which confronts IBM where th~y
appear most vulnerable - real time and scientific batch.

IBM, with present offerings, provides zero hardware competition for the 11/45. To counter IBM's software
libraries, 05/45 takes an approach IBM cannot easily
counter:upward compatibility within a price range that
completely covers IBM's real tLme offerings in the 16
bit class.

